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INTRODUCTION

California has long had a shortage of affordable housing, most notably along the coast, around universities and research centers, and where booming local economies reflect the entrepreneurial culture for which the state is famous. However, a plentiful housing supply that is affordable to various income levels is a building block for any community.

Success is a great attractor. As firms cluster and scale up, they require more employees and the collateral businesses and services to accommodate them. Many Californians face a daunting challenge, along with a myriad of financial barriers, when trying to access housing at a range of income levels. Rising rents, coupled with a shortage of supply and furthered by cases of restrictive policies, are not only forcing residents into burdensome commutes and the decision to relocate to more affordable areas but also straining overall economic mobility and productivity.¹

Worsening over decades, the housing shortage has amplified into a full-blown crisis. The numbers are staggering. According to a 2018 report from the California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD), the state’s central housing agency, projections for 2015–2025 population growth show that by the end of the period, California will need 1.8 million more housing units. On average, only 80,000 units have been going up per year, an alarming gap in construction for a population that is expected to grow from 39 million to 50 million in the next 30 years.²

Workforce housing, the subject of this project, is on the critically endangered list, mostly due to high property costs and regulatory hurdles for new construction but also due to natural disasters, including the state’s worsening fire seasons. Workforce housing refers to the population of critical workers (such as firefighters, teachers,
and bus drivers) with earned income that is insufficient to secure quality housing within reasonable proximity to their workplace, yet too high to qualify for traditional subsidized housing programs. Salaries for this segment have rarely kept pace with the cost of living and certainly not with the rising price of real estate. In the entire Bay Area, for example, only 5 percent of the neighborhoods are now said to be affordable for a household making $62,000 a year.

WHAT IS AFFORDABLE HOUSING?
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the agency responsible for addressing the country’s housing needs, defines affordable housing for all income levels as "housing for which the occupant is paying no more than 30 percent of their income for gross housing costs, including utilities." Given the existing housing supply and increasing population demand, especially near urban job centers, this is often unattainable for many residents.

THE HOUSING MARKET (BOTH RENTAL AND OWNERSHIP) CAN BE BROKEN DOWN BROADLY INTO THREE SEGMENTS.

▪ Affordable Housing: The formalized, “capital A” Affordable Housing market refers to housing provided by government subsidies to lower-income residents, generally those earning less than 80 percent of area median income. This Affordable Housing market functions within very clear rules and financing mechanisms.5

▪ Workforce Housing: Housing for those with moderate incomes, such as teachers, health-care workers, and safety officers, which should be affordable without formal subsidies and is located within reasonable proximity to places of work.6 California defines workforce housing as accessible to residents earning 80 to 120 percent AMI.7 Workforce housing is also referred to as “lower-case a” affordable housing.

▪ Market-Rate Housing: Housing with no rent restrictions. Property owners set rent prices based on location, features, and amenities.
Generally, income for the workforce population tends to fall below the Area Median Income, or AMI, the metric of a region’s income distribution, but not so far below that they qualify for housing assistance. People who receive housing assistance are generally low-wage earners who earn less than 80 percent of AMI. The workforce segment, on the other hand, tends to make 80 to 120 percent of AMI, still low enough that most good-quality housing options remain out of reach, especially in the job-rich communities that employ them. They must often choose between careers or lengthy commutes to the only pockets of affordable development.

In February 2019, the Milken Institute, in collaboration with JPMorgan Chase & Co., held a Financial Innovations Lab in Oakland to address California’s workforce housing shortage and explore possible solutions for real estate and housing developers and policymakers. The Lab brought together local and federal policymakers, community stakeholders, and finance professionals to discuss financing and policy options. It’s easy to blame California’s housing crisis solely on the lack of supply, but exploring the reasons behind that shortage, including the financial and policy barriers, is critical to identifying solutions to this growing challenge.

**ISSUES AND PERSPECTIVES**

**CALIFORNIA’S HOUSING NEEDS**

“"The cost of living, especially housing, is what stops the whole world from moving to California," said demographer Dowell Myers in a Los Angeles Times article in late 2018. Myers was addressing newly released US Census surveys showing that for 2017 the number of people leaving the state were slightly higher than the numbers moving in. The University of Southern California professor also noted that young people who move to California tend to leave around the time they start to settle down. “[T]hey face severe housing prices here, so the families are being lost,” he said. “We are not growing a complete society.””

California experienced a net loss of 1 million residents for the period 2007-2017 (as measured by people filing state tax returns), which was about half the total for the prior period 1990-2006. While general outmigration has slowed, new residents moving to the state are higher earners ($100,000 and above) and hold more graduate degrees. While the incoming numbers give credence to the state’s enduring popularity, they also suggest a hard truth about people who fall outside that profile. In fact, in early 2019, the New York-based market research firm Edelman Intelligence published results of surveys of California residents. Respondents regarded high housing costs as the number one threat to the state’s economy. Also, 53 percent of survey respondents (up four points from the prior year) and 63 percent of millennials polled said that the high cost of living was making them consider moving out.
The post-recession recovery has not lifted all boats across the state’s economic landscape. Although Los Angeles and the Bay Area have seen growth in high-wage jobs, middle-wage service-sector jobs make up significant portions of the labor force in both. These are the middle-income workers forced into bleak trade-offs between where they work and where they live. It is disheartening to note that, according to US Census and Bureau of Labor Statistics measures (that take into account regional variations in housing prices and cost-of-living expenses and expand the definition of the family unit), California has the unwelcome distinction of having the nation’s highest poverty rate.12
How did this happen? Since 1969, state law has mandated that every California municipality and county plan for its growing housing and infrastructure needs. Every five to eight years, based on existing demand and predicted population growth, they must perform assessments to anticipate housing needs, down to granular counts of how many units they will likely require and at what income levels.13 These assessments, called the Regional Housing Needs Assessment, or RHNA, go to regional councils of government that work with HCD, which then approves the final allocations for new housing across the income spectrum. It is up to the towns, cities, and counties to determine the precise locations for their housing allocations, but they are mandated to submit annual progress reports as they work toward meeting their housing goals. California’s 11 largest cities have fallen short of meeting their allocations for the current assessment period, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) Figures Versus Permitted Units*

*Numbers represent the current RHNA eight-year cycles for each city. Source: California Department of Housing and Community Development.
Statewide in 2017, only 19 percent of moderate-income and 9.8 percent of low-income rental units mandated by the current eight-year RHNA allocations had even been permitted. On September 29, 2017, when Governor Jerry Brown signed into law a legislative “housing package” containing 15 bills designed to help provide new and/or improved regulatory and financial policies and programs to boost the state’s housing supply and preserve existing stock of affordable housing, it was broadly welcomed. The package went into effect in January 2018 and included, among other items, increased support for private investment in affordable housing.

Still, during all of 2018, California gained 186,807 new residents and achieved a net gain of just 77,000 new housing units (the “net” accounts for 23,700 units lost in 2018, most of them to wildfires). This is a considerable lag behind the pace needed to bring in 1.8 million new units by 2025. Consider that if the same pace continues over the next six years, we will still see only 462,000 units, or just 25 percent of the need. To help bridge the gap, a large portion of the state’s 2017 housing legislative package is dedicated to holding cities accountable by enforcing minimum housing requirements. Cities and counties that fail to provide accurate and timely housing data will now face penalties. According to HCD, upwards of 70 percent of localities are now reporting their data, of which the quality has noticeably improved.

Figure 2: Rental Housing Falls Short at All Income Levels, Except ‘Above Moderate’

Source: Adapted from the 2016 National Low Income Housing Coalition tabulations of 2014 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) housing file. Graphic by HCD.
As shown in Figure 2, for 2016, there was a shortage of 61,000 units for moderate-income renters and a 960,000-unit shortage for low-income renters. These statistics do not reflect the 41.5 percent of moderate-income renters or the 64.6 percent of low-income renters who are considered "cost-burdened," meaning they pay more than 30 percent of their pretax income on housing costs and tend to forgo necessities such as health care.17 Put another way, in 2022, three years from this publication date, when the minimum wage is set to rise to $15 an hour, a worker at that salary will be able to afford $780 in monthly rent and related housing costs. A worker paying more would be considered cost-burdened. Today, not a single county reports a median rent below $1,090, and the median rent in the San Francisco area can reach as high as $4,300.18

Because land prices are some of the highest costs associated with new construction, prioritizing higher-density multifamily rental projects and broadening the types of structures to be considered, while preserving existing housing stock, is a critical component of increasing the housing stock. Much of the housing in California (65 percent) consists of single-family homes built before 1980, with just 31 percent of the market composed of multifamily properties. Of note, however, homeownership rates have dropped since the early 2000s, with rentals of those single-family homes ticking upward.19

Alternative structures are gaining some appeal, including accessory dwelling units (ADUs), also known as granny flats, mother-in-law flats, and backyard cottages. As "in-fill" structures, they are added on to existing properties, either in backyards or as refurbished garages or added rooms. Often easier, faster, and less expensive to build than new construction, they have found policy support in a handful of cities as a means to address the housing crisis.20 Another option is prefabricated modular housing, which today can be Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certified, well equipped, architecturally stylish, and inserted seamlessly into developed urban environments. These also offer an attractive opportunity to lower construction costs. In addition to vetting alternative building types to increase the availability of units, California must implement incentives at both the local and state levels to provide supportive financial tools to improve and sustain production and explore what role the private market can play to increase housing development.

**STATE OF THE MARKET: HOUSING INVESTMENT ACROSS CALIFORNIA**

For the most part, funding sources that offer direct subsidies for moderate-income rental housing do not exist. However, funding options exist that could be applied to mixed-use and mixed-income projects comprising some workforce housing.
The federal Departments of the Treasury and Housing and Urban Development (HUD) oversee programs to help low-income Americans with housing. HUD's Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program, dating from 1986, issues tax credits to developers, who resell the credits to institutional investors for the equity to rehabilitate or build new housing. HUD is also responsible for the housing choice voucher program (Section 8) which, among others, provides vital support in the form of a rent subsidy for eligible participants.21

HUD's funding has dropped significantly, and states and local jurisdictions will have to be innovative if they hope to continue meeting established assistance levels. At the state level, California's HCD administers funding programs to assist low-income renters and homeowners. It advocates for and monitors building standards, conducts analyses, and takes the lead on the Regional Housing Needs Assessment.22 In addition, the California Housing Finance Agency, “the state's affordable housing lender,” offers financing and guidance to first-time homebuyers and developers of affordable multifamily housing, housing for people with special needs, and mixed-income housing. The agency works with local organizations and lending institutions.23

City and county governments play significant roles in deciding local development and land-use (zoning) changes. Also important are local transit agencies (e.g., the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority or Bay Area Rapid Transit), which influence and offer incentives, often using regional credit for challenges such as lowering greenhouse gas emissions for housing development around transit hubs.

As previously noted, the 2017 "housing package" signed by Governor Brown bundled 15 pieces of legislation (new or amendments) that address both regulatory and financial hurdles and effectively open the door for innovation in housing delivery.24 However, almost all of the state's current policies address low-income housing, leaving significant gaps in funding options for workforce housing. On the front end of the development process, a handful of the new laws aim to ease planning and zoning restrictions. For example:

- SB 35 (sponsored by Senator Scott Wiener) offers a voluntary program for developers to streamline their approval process by meeting local housing delivery targets on infill sites that utilize existing zoning permissions.25

- AB 73 (sponsored by Assemblyman David Chiu) offers a zoning incentive payment to cities and counties to adopt a general plan for land-use development that contains a housing element.26

- SB 540 (sponsored by Senator Richard Roth) creates workforce housing opportunity zones.27
Six of the bills are amendments to reporting and enforcement rules already on the books and tighten penalties for cities and other jurisdictions that do not comply quickly enough. The remaining bills reinstate inclusionary housing ordinances, increase funding for migrant farmworker housing, and compel owners of subsidized housing structures to preserve that stock for sale under certain conditions. For instance, SB 2 (sponsored by Senator Toni Atkins) adds a $75 recording fee on certain real estate documents as a way to generate and sustain a potential annual revenue stream of $250 million for affordable housing costs.28

In November 2018, voters passed Proposition 1, a $4 billion general obligation bond for existing affordable housing programs for veterans, low-income multifamily housing, and housing near transit hubs, as well as funds to upgrade infill infrastructure and to support home-buying programs, more farmworker shelter funding, pilot programs, and other mortgage assistance and funding for manufactured homes and units.29

While all these actions support housing options, almost all of them (SB 540 is a notable exception) address low-income households. This has left the workforce housing market particularly vulnerable. Given this challenge, Lab participants identified the most common policy and financing barriers to increasing the supply of workforce housing.

POLICY BARRIERS

Policy Barrier 1: Local entitlement processes are slow, and state regulations are cumbersome

Multiple factors, including land and construction costs and government fees, contribute to high development costs in California. Lengthy local review processes and other regulatory hurdles with long timelines may jeopardize a project’s financial viability and compound costs. Zoning is another issue; a 2018 Terner Center survey of city and county governments found that “between half and three-quarters of the developable land in much of the state is zoned for single-family housing only.”30 That must change; cities like Los Angeles and San Francisco need higher-density zoning allowances to accommodate greater numbers of people near job centers. Yet community review and rezoning processes, enforcement of the new laws, and legal impediments present challenges for developers and planners. Prevailing wage requirements can also keep some builders from entering new markets.

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is a regulation that has emerged as a target for criticism. Signed into law by Governor Ronald Reagan in 1970, it was intended to strengthen environmental stewardship and preservation. According to critics, it has instead become a cudgel against developers. In December 2012, the
international law firm Holland & Knight analyzed 95 published opinions handed down from 1997 to 2012 by either the California Court of Appeal or state Supreme Court, in which plaintiffs had brought evidentiary challenges (i.e., CEQA lawsuits) to approved Environmental Impact Reports. The analysis found it “a remarkable statistical anomaly,” relative to other administrative law litigation nationwide, that “opponents can expect to win CEQA challenges about the substantive adequacy of CEQA documentation approximately half the time.” Explaining that the initial approval process (the entitlement process) and challenges through the court system can require extensive delays and cause uncertainty around outcomes and funding, the authors seem perplexed to find that the debate continues to be framed around “anecdotal examples of particular projects.”

That, of course, is just what critics of the analysis contend: that CEQA “has repeatedly stepped in where there are gaps in other environmental laws ... and where the standards under other laws are too weak to protect public health.” At any rate, both Holland & Knight and CEQA supporters acknowledge that the number of cases litigated at a superior court level is quite small, only around 200 per year. The Natural Resources Defense Council argues that those 95 published appellate cases were just 5 percent of all the CEQA complaints filed with the state attorney general over the period, meaning that the small sampling and the one-off nature of cases winding up in appellate courts skew results. In addition, the environmental legal group notes that the attorney general looked at San Francisco (city and county) CEQA challenges for six months from July through December 2011 and found that “only 18 lawsuits were filed out of 5,203 projects considered under CEQA.” Even for infill projects, the litigation rate was minuscule, about 0.3 percent.

Even though few projects (around 1 percent) that undergo the CEQA review process result in litigation, the uncertainty surrounding funding and lost time is a real factor. Without some balancing mechanism to insulate infill projects, especially, from experiencing lengthy delays, CEQA will continue to be a contributing factor in the high costs of housing development.

Policy Barrier 2: Land use is subject to competing bureaucratic interests

On local, regional, and state levels, bureaucratic interests often compete over land-use priorities. Even though local jurisdictions (i.e., cities and counties) maintain control over local project approval, state agencies, such as HCD, the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR), and the California Housing Finance Agency, among others, all influence housing development. The result may be multiple layers of review, competing regulatory frameworks, and bureaucratic overlays, creating tension and adding to uncertainty and downstream costs.

In 2014, for example, the passage of SB 743 required OPR to adopt new guidelines for evaluating just one impact of proposed developments: traffic flows. Instead of
focusing on a "level of service" metric (e.g., delay times and road congestion) resulting from a proposed project, new evaluations would have to take into account how vehicle miles traveled might be affected by location near a transit hub or commerce like supermarkets, and how bicyclists, pedestrians, and other alternative modes of transportation would be accommodated. With that change, the state signaled a policy preference to align land-use priorities that support housing and transportation linkages. This will entail structuring operational and financial incentives at the local level as well.

Policy Barrier 3: Available land is zoned for more lucrative returns

As reported in 2015 by the Legislative Analyst's Office, local jurisdictions tend to assess proposed development according to the financial gains and to favor commercial over residential projects. "This is because the increased sales and hotel tax revenue that a city [or county] receives from these developments often more than offsets the local government's costs to provide them public services," the office notes. Thus, unused sections of land tend to be zoned for commercial development, with subsidies and tax breaks added as incentives to attract investors.

Housing developments, especially higher-density and multifamily projects, typically do not offset the local costs for assumed service delivery. Nor do they bring high revenue streams. As a result, these developments—unless they constitute luxury housing—struggle for approval and are often pushed to less desirable locations, far away from office sites and amenities. This holds statewide; exclusionary zoning practices (i.e., those that do not mandate a percentage of low- and moderate-income affordable housing units incorporated along with market-rate units) artificially boost property values, create scarcity, and perpetuate historical class-based zoning discrimination.

Policy Barrier 4: Tax increment financing mechanisms have not effectively supplied more housing

Perhaps nowhere are local fiscal constraints more evident than in redevelopment. California was one of the first states to create redevelopment agencies (RDAs, in 1945) and to enact tax increment financing (TIF, in 1952), which meant that once an area was designated as blighted, its redevelopment could be funded by borrowing against projected future tax increases that the new project would generate.

The RDA program became controversial over the years for a number of reasons, including claims by other public agencies that the program was diverting necessary funding and that the RDAs were shifting away from designating small urban lots and instead adding the "blight" designation to open land and farmland in order to build "big box stores and auto malls." By 2008, RDAs were taking in 12 percent of all statewide property tax revenue, up from just 2 percent in 1997, and six of the
redevelopment projects in 2008 were for deals larger than 20,000 acres, according to a 2014 analysis. In addition, while the state had directed each RDA to create a Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund (LMIHF) and to reserve at least 20 percent of the RDA's TIF funding to capitalize it, for the period 2001-2008, local jurisdictions had used just 11 percent of their LMIHF funds for housing construction (some 101 jurisdictions had used their LMIHF funds for other purposes). Additionally, “as of fiscal year (FY) 2009–10, in fact, reports submitted to the California Department of Housing and Community Development (CA HCD) showed that the unencumbered portions of RDAs’ housing funds totaled as much as $2.2 billion.” RDAs and the TIF incentives for builders were dissolved in 2011, although the California Redevelopment Association and the League of California Cities took their opposition to the state Supreme Court.

In 2014, Governor Jerry Brown signed SB 628, a law creating new Enhanced Infrastructure Financing Districts (EIFDs, somewhat similar to the RDAs) funded by TIF but subject to different rules. Now a private developer, not just the local government, could initiate the proposal for project funding, and bonds would require 55 percent voter approval. Affordable housing construction, whether for rental or homeowners, must stay affordable for, respectively, 55 and 45 years; the projects must be audited every two years; and the state has regained oversight authority, which it had lost over time to the RDAs. Funding emphasis will likely be on projects that can be scaled up to work within a comprehensive general plan, rather than small projects, according to a 2016 analysis by the California Community Economic Development Council (CCEDC), which adds: "It is recommended that CRIA (Community Revitalization Investment Authority) and VLFs (Vehicle License Fee) are better financial tools for affordable housing than EIFDs. Additionally, VLF tax increment fees grow faster than property tax rates." Nonetheless, the CCEDC also noted that EIFDs work well for complex long-term projects that need to lock in funding. Even so, without direct tax incentives and dedicated funding streams, it will be challenging to see how much these entities can contribute to increasing the workforce housing supply.

FINANCING BARRIERS

Financing Barrier 1: Soft costs and benefits are hard to quantify

Quantifying the real social benefits that attend investment in affordable housing can be difficult—communities are often quicker to comment on the negative consequences from a lack of affordable housing or affordable housing near job centers. In its statewide housing assessment through 2025, HCD lays out the possible implications for low- to moderate-income residents in three essential areas: overpaying, overcommuting, and overcrowding.
Overpaying refers to the percentage of income spent on housing and its related expenses, often at the expense of health care or other necessities. Health issues that correlate with inadequate housing and frequent moves include anxiety, depression, poor nutrition, and developmental delays in young children. A policy brief from Health Affairs cites housing as one of the best-researched social determinants of health. The HCD 2025 assessment cites several studies linking health and affordable housing; one 2002 article, from the National Library of Medicine of the National Institutes of Health, cites 150 studies on the subject. Studies also exist that link workforce housing and productivity. Of course, local studies would be valuable in encouraging more employers to buy into the idea of joining the housing conversation. Several school districts across the state, for example, have built or are planning to build affordable apartments for teachers and other staff.

The negative environmental impacts of long commutes are well documented, as are the impacts on associated costs and worker productivity. The efficient housing of employees thus has the potential to save the state money over the long term through reduced pollution and greater use of public transportation. As for the consequences of overcrowding, the HCD reports that California lags behind only New York in terms of overcrowded households, which are defined as having more than one resident per room, including bedrooms, living rooms, or kitchens. And a Health Affairs policy brief notes literature correlating overcrowding with the spread of infectious diseases and stress, among other consequences.

New research is finding ways to measure more of the benefits of stable housing—in reduced stress, neighborhood and job loyalty, happiness, safety, health, and early childhood development and education outcomes—but institutional investors tend to base their decisions on hard data, incentives, and bottom-line returns. To attract large-scale investment from public or private sources, it will be necessary to quantify the soft costs of maintaining the status quo relative to potential improvements by increasing workforce housing supplies. Demonstrating the positive impacts of investment in workforce housing is critical in achieving the scale that the state requires.

**Financing Barrier 2: Costs are too high across the board**

While urban redevelopment is expensive, some of the costs associated with building housing have become exorbitant. The University of California Berkeley’s Terner Center for Housing Innovation identifies some of the rising predevelopment costs, such as land value, labor, construction materials, and permitting fees, as limiting for many developers in the number of projects they can complete. Concerning land value, prices in some of the job-rich coastal metro areas more than doubled from 2000 to 2016. In Los Angeles, land prices nearly tripled.
High construction costs (i.e., combined material and labor costs) are of particular concern. According to the Terner Center, from January 2011 to January 2016, construction prices rose 11.8 percent nationwide. During the same period, they rose 12.6 percent in San Francisco and 13.6 percent in Los Angeles. In 2017, three cities in California (San Francisco, San Jose/Silicon Valley, and Oakland) ranked among the most expensive construction markets in the US.\(^4\) The Terner Center cites work claiming that innovations in homebuilding, such as prefab modules and standardized components, “could encourage productivity and reduce construction costs by about 30 percent worldwide.”\(^5\) Figure 3 breaks down construction costs from start to finish for single- and multifamily homes.

Figure 3: California Sale Price Components, 2016

In addition, development fees, which can include impact and offset fees, are on the rise in California, and nearly three times the national rates. When Terner Center researchers looked at development fees in seven California cities, they found a vast range of prices and types of fees, not much oversight over how prices are set or for what, and minimal coordination among agencies, even within the same jurisdiction. The study notes that “without standardized systems to estimate development fees, builders cannot accurately predict total project costs during the critical predevelopment stage, leading many builders to rely on informal relationships with planners and building officials to obtain accurate estimates.”

**Financing Barrier 3: The corporate sector is not sufficiently engaged**

With the strong correlation between job-rich hubs and high housing costs, many Lab participants agreed that the large corporations that attract high-wage workers should play a role in addressing the issue. As noted above, an improvement in quantifying the soft benefits to improved housing can be instrumental in enticing the private sector to play a role. In recent months, a handful of corporate and private-sector stakeholders have announced plans to address workforce housing in their communities. This is a welcome start, but there remains significant room for further participation by the private market.

**Financing Barrier 4: Smaller developers lack financing options**

Even the most experienced, savvy, and large-scale developers find it challenging to navigate funding and financing options for projects. For smaller developers, it is even tougher, particularly in the predevelopment stages, where expenses are high and delays are costly. They are often not able to access construction loans if they have limited amounts of home equity or capital. Yet these smaller players can and should participate in any number of affordable housing scenarios, from multifamily structures to preserving the existing stock and developing single-family affordable homes. The ADU market seems particularly poised for growth, with reported 790,000 units that could be created. This smaller market can make significant inroads into increasing the housing stock and augment the large-scale development that is simultaneously needed.
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

Building on the 2017 legislative housing package and Governor Gavin Newsom’s stated goal of ramping up construction, Lab participants recommended a number of policy and financial solutions that align state priorities and address three areas: (1) the lack of dedicated funding streams for workforce housing, (2) overly restrictive development standards, and (3) fiscal incentives for use by local governments to prioritize workforce housing land-use permits.

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Policy Solution 1: Offer streamlined entitlement processes for qualifying projects

Even as California waits to see how the 2017 housing package fares through implementation, state leaders should continue to look at ways to streamline the entitlement process for projects that meet density and affordability standards. Los Angeles, for example, does not use mandatory inclusionary provisions for housing development, although these are standard in other major US cities (including Seattle, New York City, and Minneapolis) as a means to meet demand, mitigate financial risk, and reduce development costs.

New York City has both mandatory and voluntary inclusionary housing programs but sweetens the pot by adding zoning enhancements, regulatory streamlining, and incentives. In Minneapolis, where some 15,000 housing units became “unaffordable” because of rising property values and higher rents, the city council has been at work for the past few years on its 2040 general plan, prioritizing high-density housing in and near downtown, adding mixed-income housing, and enacting transit-oriented development policies. California would do well to study successful inclusionary programs at work in other cities.

The state could also offer planning and entitlement concessions to developers who comply with inclusionary recommendations. Provisions to streamline CEQA already exist (i.e., SB 375, the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008) for qualifying infill development projects and could be expanded to fast-track development that emphasizes workforce housing. CEQA streamlining for infill projects, accompanied with reforms in the RHNA process that embrace inclusionary zoning provisions, would reduce timelines and increase housing supply for all income levels.
Sonoma County, in the wine country to the north of San Francisco, has a strong economy. So strong, in fact, that companies have had a hard time finding workers and a harder time finding affordable housing for them.

To address the housing concerns, the City of Santa Rosa implemented a Housing Action Plan in 2016, with new policies meant to facilitate infill development and streamline housing production. The plan included (1) reducing or eliminating fees associated with accessory dwelling units, (2) implementing a high-density residential incentive program for downtown Santa Rosa through increased building height requirements and decreased parking requirements, (3)designating downtown Santa Rosa as a federal Opportunity Zone, (4) offering density bonuses, and (5) evaluating city-owned land as sites for housing development. The city also developed the only Renewal Enterprise District in the state, allowing the city and county to work together to implement a shared vision for housing development in the region by leveraging real estate assets, regulatory authority, and new funding sources.

The Northern California firestorm of October 2017 destroyed some 5,300 housing units in Sonoma County, with the City of Santa Rosa hardest hit, reportedly losing 2,834 homes, or 5 percent of its housing stock. This natural disaster only heightened the need to develop housing as a way to persuade companies to stay and attract new firms.
NEXT STEPS

- Establish a task force of key stakeholders (e.g., labor unions, local government, and investors) to review current state policies and create an action plan for developing new workforce housing.
- Create pilot programs in key metro areas to test policies from other cities.
- Survey existing state policies that have the potential to incorporate low- and moderate-income housing into market-rate developments.

Policy Solution 2: Align state funding programs to incorporate and incentivize a housing component

In 2006, California set out to assume an ambitious leadership role in climate change policy. Through measures like AB32, the 2006 California Global Warming Solutions Act (which aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020), state leaders began to align transportation, land-use, and infrastructure decisions.\footnote{Absent from this original policy framework, however, was a clear housing plan designed to increase density along transit corridors, in infill sites, and around job centers.} The state has established several programs that could be modified to support needed funding for housing—programs like the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program (AHSC), established in 2014, and the brownfield remediation program, which cleans up the polluted real estate under abandoned gas stations, rail lines, closed military bases, etc. AHSC funds, administered by HCD, target disadvantaged communities by providing support for affordable housing, accessible transportation, and jobs. The funds are allocated among a range of projects that support infill and development as a way to reduce environmental impacts.\footnote{Coordination should be improved across jurisdictions and agencies to maximize the impacts of existing funds.} The California Recycle Underutilized Sites (CALReUSE) program was established in 2007 as a component of the 2006 Proposition 1C Housing and Emergency Shelter Trust Fund Act, which set aside $2.85 billion for housing. CALReUSE targeted “brownfield cleanup that promotes infill residential and mixed-use development, consistent with regional and local land-use plans (SB 86, 2007).\footnote{It awarded loans of up to $5 million with financing available “on a rolling or monthly basis as long as funds were available.” However, budgetary constraints in early 2011 curtailed the program, which is now oversubscribed and no longer accepting applications.} State leaders could recapitalize the CALReUSE program to address the workforce housing space and use a revolving loan model in which the state would provide low-cost loans for brownfield cleanup, with returns recycled back into the state-run fund.
Founded in 2009 amid the foreclosure crisis, the Oakland Community Land Trust grew out of previous efforts to keep homes permanently affordable for owners. Under its current model, the Land Trust acquires at-risk properties, stabilizes the buildings, and works with tenants to develop co-operative (co-op) ownership opportunities.

The Land Trust targets units that have no other programmatic or funding streams to support affordability. The financing behind each project is slightly different, but the Oakland Community Land Trust has been creative when it comes to identifying funding streams that are not typically allocated toward housing. The Land Trust has also worked closely with the City of Oakland to raise bond funding. Tapping into a recent bond issue for infrastructure, Alameda County Measure KK, the Land Trust leveraged dollars allocated toward anti-displacement measures.
NEXT STEPS

▪ Align the state’s climate goals and related policies, with a focus on housing and land-use planning, by quantifying the linkage between housing and vehicle travel/commuting and associated environmental impacts.

▪ Establish a new funding formula that supports state goals and policies for housing needs.

▪ Recapitalize the CALReUSE program for brownfield remediation at infill sites and consider a revolving loan funding model.

Policy Solution 3: Inventory, organize, and incentivize land for housing development

State and local government can support affordable housing efforts by making available publicly owned parcels of land. The state acquires land from underutilized, surplus, vacant, and tax-foreclosed parcels. For housing policy purposes, coordinated “land bank” programs can provide a valuable tool to support development and preserve supply through acquisition.

In early 2019, Governor Newsom directed the state’s Department of General Services (DGS) to conduct an inventory of California’s developable public land. DGS found that of roughly 44,000 state-owned parcels, nearly 1,500 were identified as potentially viable for housing projects.65 As demonstrated in the governor’s land inventory, state and local jurisdictions have an opportunity to combine vacant or underutilized properties into more extensive portfolios available for development projects. With coordinated alignment and a broader strategic vision, the effort could use this state-owned land bank to create denser housing near job centers and along existing corridors and transit routes.

Taking inventory of available land is a large part of the battle, but funding is also crucial. The establishment of a regional housing trust would finance the development of properties in the land bank and fund a range of new construction, acquisition, and preservation. This model could be strengthened if it were launched in tandem with an effective replacement of California’s redevelopment agencies (RDAs), to be discussed in the next section. Controversial zoning changes would be necessary since a majority of California’s residential neighborhoods are zoned for single-family housing with restrictions against multifamily developments.67 There have been attempts at rezoning. Senate Bill 50—introduced in December 2018, amended several times, and recently shelved until 2020—was designed to streamline entitlements by easing restrictions (e.g., on mandated parking minimums and building height limitations) to build near high-quality public transit (bus and rail) stops and job hubs.68
Because rezoning has long been a political hot potato, Lab participants suggested creating a state land-use task force amid a healthy discussion on the merits of using zoning as an incentive for affordable housing. Given that land value plays such a significant role in the cost issue, particularly in California, part of the charter of a new task force could be to test the viability of a land value tax on single-family zoned jurisdictions. This land value tax would not be the same as a property tax; it would tax the current use of the land, not its potential value.

While a frequent criticism of land tax is that land is hard to value, this approach would value the land solely according to its zoning permissions. Supporters of the idea argue that a land value tax could put a brake on the rising housing prices. For example, a 2018 study demonstrates that “five urban agglomerations account for 48 percent of all urban land value in the United States.” (These are New York City; Chicago; Washington, DC; San Francisco; and Los Angeles-Long Beach). Another study asserts that “the effect of changing the housing supply regulation only in New York, San Jose, and San Francisco to that in the median US city” would have produced, between 1964 and 2009, a US GDP difference of 8.9 percent.

### NEXT STEPS

- Identify public owners of land surveyed in the DGS study.
- Work at the state level to incentivize landowning agencies to incorporate their properties into a state land bank to act as a clearinghouse.
- Require development proposals to the state housing land bank to include detailed information on social impacts and workforce housing allocations. Equal weight must be given to the social and financial components of the application approval process.
- Empower a regional housing trust with authority to combine available public land for development purposes.
- Recruit a state land-use task force to research the viability of a single-family zoned land value tax.
Policy Solution 4: Establish an effective housing TIF replacement program

Until they were dissolved in 2011, local redevelopment agencies (RDAs) were the single largest locally generated source of funds available to communities, via tax increment financing, or TIF, to support affordable and workforce housing programs. The loss of these programs has seen housing lose $1 billion in funding.72

However, California is in the fortunate position of holding a budget surplus, and state leaders should consider leveraging a portion of it to recapitalize the RDAs with a renewed mission charter. Enhanced Infrastructure Financing Districts, or EIFDs, are gaining momentum for infrastructure development, and a statewide program dedicated to the housing market is vitally needed. A new program in each community, perhaps called an Affordable Housing District, could prioritize the workforce housing component. New programs should prioritize housing rather than commercial development to avoid some of the waste and abuse that plagued the former RDA program.

An Affordable Housing District program stands to make a significant impact, but it will be equally important for California to identify new funding streams. For this reason, Lab participants recommended that any Affordable Housing District be under the supervision of the California Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank, which itself comes under the guidance of the Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development. This would allow loans to be cross-collateralized, a change from previous programs, and lower borrowing costs. Lab participants suggested the Affordable Housing Districts require all taxing agencies in a jurisdiction to contribute to the overall fund, another change from earlier RDAs.

### NEXT STEPS

- Develop a new TIF housing program structured to divert a certain percentage of county taxes to support low- and moderate-income housing in that district.

- Prioritize projects at a regional level that will most significantly impact workforce housing availability.
FINANCING SOLUTIONS

Financing Solution 1: Enable partnerships to better quantify the soft costs

Attracting more private capital will be easier if developers can show quantifiable risk/return benefits. Anticipated higher future property taxes, for example, can be leveraged to secure TIF investment. Having the ability to prove the overall incremental uptick in the value of a community from an upfront investment is essential in attracting a larger qualified investor base.

Institutional investors have a fiduciary duty to deliver the highest value to the benefit of their clients. The Employee Retirement Income Securities Act (ERISA) is a federal law that sets minimum standards for retirement and health plans. Both the California Public Employees’ Retirement System and the California State Teachers Retirement System are some of the largest investors in the country, and their pensioners tend to stay in California. The public pensioners of these plans make up a significant component of the middle-income workforce across the state and may favor the option of contributing to large-scale funds for projects that confer social benefits. One recommendation from the Lab would incorporate a social impact standard under ERISA. Given pension funds are unlikely to be able to accept an overall lower rate of return, and a broad shift could result in financial burdens to municipalities that are equally interested in investing in housing, Lab participants recommended developing a special purpose fund. A targeted fund to invest in California-based housing projects that provide a minimum guaranteed rate of return could be an effective means to attract funds to co-invest in middle-income housing. A fund available at the state level to large public investment plans could have a significant positive social impact on the community.

To encourage institutional investment, it is also important to track the effects of stable housing. Health benefits, as noted, are well researched and relatively easy to see. For example, Kaiser Permanente, Enterprise Community Partners, and East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation are discussing opportunities to monitor the health implications and long-term cost savings associated with stable housing at different income levels. Cross-sector partnerships will be essential to tackle the complex issue of housing.
Financing Solution 2: Address high costs of development

An important contributing factor to high building costs is the lack of skilled labor. A 2018 survey by the Associated General Contractors of America found that 80 percent of construction firms have difficulty filling hourly craft positions, particularly pipe layers, sheet metal workers, carpenters, concrete workers, and pipefitters/welders that represent the bulk of the construction workforce. Lab participants suggested a construction innovation fund that would pool public pension fund assets through a platform that invests in local housing or infrastructure. Investments could fund training programs to increase the pool of local talent. Alternatively, funds could be used to offer low-cost loans to innovative construction firms struggling to secure financing. This recommendation builds on the idea of local asset owners investing directly into their communities.

Lab participants also suggested a joint venture craft labor (and subcontractor) training program. Here, California can look to a model in Oregon. The Columbia-Willamette Workforce Collaborative is a partnership whose mission is to develop the skilled workforce in the region through three areas of focus: connecting young people to construction jobs and training opportunities, advancing equity and diversity in the construction industry, and improving retention of existing apprentices and workers. Developing a similar program in California would help lower the upfront building costs. A California collaborative would serve as an umbrella organization to integrate educational programs, such as the Los Angeles Trade Technical College, with corporations, business chambers, school districts and economic development organizations.

NEXT STEPS

- Establish social and financial metrics to prove the universal benefit of housing investments.
- Define key metrics that result in a productive workforce and establish how many Californians are impacted and improved by a stable living environment.
- Quantify the existing and future costs in terms of economic productivity and environmental impacts if the housing crisis is not addressed.
Financing Solution 3: Attract more private-sector participants to the space

Private companies are also stepping up to help deliver housing, not just for their employees but also for the service sectors in their communities that their company success has affected. Recently, several large firms have launched privately seeded funds.

In early 2019, Microsoft launched such a fund to help the housing crisis on the east side of King County, Washington, where most of its workers live. The plan, according to the Microsoft website, consists of $225 million in below-market-rate loans available to preservers and developers of middle-income housing, a sector with few financial incentives; $250 million in market-rate loans to support low-income housing in the greater Puget Sound region; and $25 million in philanthropic grants to address homelessness in the greater Seattle region. Microsoft notes that $125,000 is the minimum income needed to afford the median home in its area, a figure that excludes 54 job categories.

Nonprofit Kaiser Permanente, with headquarters in Oakland, has also endeavored to find affordable housing. In May 2018, the company announced the creation of a $200 million Thriving Communities Fund to address housing stability in its markets and, in January 2019, Oakland received $5.2 million for the purchase and renovation of a 41-unit housing complex. This seed investment was the city’s first “impact investment” from the larger fund, via a smaller entity targeting the wider Bay Area, the Housing for Health Fund, a joint-equity venture of Kaiser and Enterprise Community Partners, a nonprofit that finances home buying and building, and builds affordable housing. Kaiser also announced its commitment of $50 million for a $100 million loan fund available for construction and preservation of low-income housing in its service areas nationwide; the partner for the loan match fund is again Enterprise Community Partners. "Access to affordable housing is a key component to Kaiser Permanente's mission to improve the health of our members and the communities we serve," said CEO Bernard Tyson, "and to advance the economic, social and environmental conditions for health.”

NEXT STEPS

- Establish a pilot-pension construction-innovation fund.
- Identify partnerships for a joint venture craft labor training program.
Other players in the space have taken a pooled resource approach. The Housing Trust of Silicon Valley, a Bay Area community development financing institution, attracts funding ($1 million minimum) from corporate and business leaders through its TECH Fund, launched in 2017 and backed by the Trust’s AA- credit rating from Standard & Poor’s. The fund issues short-term loans to developers to cover early-stage costs and repays investors at the end of the term. As of the time of the Lab, the fund had raised $52 million and was serving a range of populations, from the homeless to renters and first-time homebuyers.

Also in January 2019, the public-private Partnership for the Bay’s Future was launched as a joint venture among many big names in the Bay Area: the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, the San Francisco Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the San Francisco branch of Local Initiative Support Coalition (SF LISC), Local Initiatives Support Corporation, Facebook, Genentech, Kaiser Permanente, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, the Stupski Foundation, and Silicon Valley Community Foundation. The Partnership for the Bay’s Future intends to build a $500 million investment fund “to expand and protect the housing stability of up to 175,000 households over the next five years and preserve and produce more than 8,000 homes over the next five to 10 years.” A related policy fund supports preservation and affordability protection initiatives. The fund is managed by SF LISC and will invest in preservation and “help middle-income workers with housing costs while accelerating the process of getting people experiencing homelessness into homes.”

All of these initiatives address the housing crisis in unique and impactful ways, but there is still a tremendous gap to fill. Commitments must be amplified to highlight opportunities for investment. The programs developed by Kaiser Permanente, Microsoft, the TECH Fund, and the Partnership for the Bay’s Future demonstrate the value of striving for triple bottom line (financial, social, and environmental) returns.
WILL OPPORTUNITY ZONES BENEFIT HOUSING?

The use of Opportunity Zones as a financing incentive was a topic of considerable debate. The Department of Treasury created Opportunity Zone tax credits in 2017, as part of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, as a means to invest in low- to moderate-income communities through Qualified Opportunity Funds (QOF). A QOF is an investment vehicle, set up as a partnership or corporation, to invest in eligible property or businesses located in one of the 8,700 designated Opportunity Zones. It is capitalized with the proceeds from the sale of assets, and, for the investor, the capital gains are deferred incrementally depending on how long the investment lasts.86

In April 2018, the IRS designated 879 nominated sites in California as Opportunity Zones,87 and Lab participants discussed how Opportunity Zones could play a role in California for workforce housing. There was a consensus that it is unlikely that an investment made in an Opportunity Zone will change the viability of a project. If the deal was not expected to be profitable before investing through an Opportunity Zone, the projected tax benefit may not be sufficient to make it any more attractive.

But Opportunity Zones are attracting interest in investments in office space and company relocations; investors whose businesses can achieve half of their gross income from within the Opportunity Zone qualify for the tax benefits. Thus, discussion concentrated on the idea of locating modular and prefab housing facilities in Opportunity Zones. An equity investment in these companies could have a positive impact on expanding the modular housing market and growing it in proximity to neighborhoods that will benefit from the end product.
Financing Solution 4: Use innovative financing solutions for small developers

Involving the big players, meaning the large corporations and state pension funds, is key. But, as already noted, small developers and homeowners can contribute to the market via the construction of accessory dwelling units (ADUs) on residential property, particularly in sprawling cities like Los Angeles. However, loan products specifically for ADU financing do not currently exist, and the relatively small loans are often not financially worthwhile for large lenders. The average development costs for an ADU can range from $20,000 to $350,000, with about 70 percent going toward hard construction costs and the remainder toward soft costs like professional services, permits, and fees. Lab participants discussed the opportunity to create a guarantee pool to offer small lower-cost loans for low-income residents to build out ADUs.

NEXT STEPS

- Engage private companies whose headquarters are in California, or who have a large presence in the state, in the housing discussion.
- Highlight private funding sources already investing in workforce housing across the country.
- Amplify opportunities for investment available to institutions and corporates that are interested in contributing to a pre-existing fund.
While ADUs can play a role in addressing California's middle-income housing crisis, they are not an option for all residents or cities. Larger-scale developers will also face challenges when it comes to financing workforce projects. Participants at the Lab discussed bridge financing options for developers who may not be as well-capitalized but still ensure affordability. The Lab recommends that this become a component of the state housing land bank.

Source: Milken Institute.
GENESIS LA

KEY TAKEAWAY:
Offering small and flexible loans to homeowners can spur innovation and creatively address housing demands.

ADUs provide an alternative means to add density in established, built environments, as they are independent living facilities and can be designed to fit within the existing primary structure. This housing type has many benefits, including a location near job and transit sites, and without the major land and infrastructure costs associated with new construction. The state has taken action in recent years to reduce barriers to ADU construction through a reduction in parking requirements and a streamlined approval process if the unit meets certain requirements. Local governments, especially in larger metro areas, have also taken steps to support ADU construction through pilot programs, fee reductions, and permit streamlining. The financing aspect has received less attention.

Enter Genesis LA, a certified community development financial institution (CDFI) and community development entity (CDE). In its capacity as both a CDFI and CDE, Genesis provides ADU financing and works to develop solutions for small-scale supportive housing for the homeless outside of large government tax credits. In 2017, Genesis LA provided funding for an ADU pilot program through the Mayor’s Office and its Innovation Team, in coordination with nonprofit urban design organization LA-Más and Habitat for Humanity. The ADU pilot project had a construction budget of around $300,000 and was designed to serve as a model for affordable construction, contextual design, financial loan innovation, and future ADU policy.

Genesis was also one of two nonprofits awarded a $3.5 million grant in 2017 from JP Morgan Chase & Co. to spur construction of ADUs through low-cost, flexible loans to homeowners in exchange for their agreement to keep units as low- and middle-income rentals. There is hope that these models could become examples for other regions in the state. By providing financing tools to homeowners, organizations like Genesis LA make it easier for them to take advantage of streamlined ADU policies and become an essential source of affordable housing.
CONCLUSION

As California embarks on a political cycle with a new governor, the state must prioritize housing development across income levels. California has the fifth-largest economy in the world, and if the state is to remain an economic powerhouse, the residents who perform the heavy lifting—particularly those in the middle class who do not qualify for assistance but cannot afford housing—must receive help. This report has looked at some of the substantial political and policy challenges, including overly complex approval processes, competing priorities for urban land, and state funding options. New approaches to financing that include the public and private sectors can bring down the high costs during crucial early development phases, attract a broader pool of capital sources, and engage small developers and private property owners. California promotes itself to the rest of the world with the slogan “Dream Big.” We must, too, if we intend to achieve the goal of an adequate supply of workforce housing.

NEXT STEPS

- Capitalize a pilot guarantee pool to finance loans to small developers.
- Market the opportunity for homeowners who are eligible for ADU financing.
- Explore a bridge loan financing model, through the state housing land bank, as an option for developers that ensures a certain percentage of moderate-income housing.
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